TOTAL FARE:

about 720 yen (one way)

Please note, Minoh campus is 80 mins total travel from Shin-Osaka station. Saito-Nishi station is the closest
to the campus.
IF YOU DON’T ALREADY HAVE ONE, PURCHASE AND CHARGE A ICOCA IC CARD
This is an easy to follow English map of the train system. http://www.osaka-monorail.co.jp/eng/route/
Arrive at Shin-Osaka Station

JR 新大阪駅

At Shin-Osaka Station, follow the signs for “Subway 地下鉄” to the Midosuji Line Subway (the red line)
大阪メトロ御堂筋線. Use your IC Card (ICOCA) to go through the ticket gate.
Leave Shin-Osaka Station (Station: M13), Midosuji Line (Subway) 大阪メトロ

御堂筋線

新大阪駅

Catch a train from track 2 going to Senri-Chuo Station 千里中央駅 (320 Yen, 14 min.) Senri-Chuo Station 千里中央駅 is the 5th
stop. (Station: M08)
Arrive Senri-Chuo Station, Kita Osaka Kyuko Line

北大阪急行線

千里中央駅

The train arrives on the B2 floor. Go to the B1 floor to exit from either Central North or Central South Exit. Then go up
to the 2nd floor and follow the signs for Osaka Monorail 大阪モノレール. Use your IC card (ICOCA) to go through the automatic
ticket gate sensor.

Leave Senri-Chuo Station (Station: 15), Osaka Monorail

大阪モノレール

千里中央駅

Get on a monorail bound for Kadomashi (門真市) on track 1, and change at Banpaku KinenKoen (Station: 17) for a
train bound for Saito-Nishi (Station: 54). Saito-Nishi station 彩都西駅 is the 6th stop from Senri-Chuo Station. (400yen,
approx. 17 mins travel time). A direct train bound for Saito-Nishi (Station: 54) is available in the morning and in the
evening.
Arrive Saito-Nishi Station, Osaka Monorail

大阪モノレール 彩都西駅

The University is a 15 min walk from Monorail Saito-Nishi Station.
At the station, exit to the left and walk past Family Mart convenience store on your right, and turn right. At the Tintersection, turn left. Walk along past the Rikuro-Ojisan bakery shop and the Post Office. At the second corner, there will
be a sign for Osaka University (大阪大学).
Turn left at the sign, walk over a bridge straight until you reach the Saito Entrance (彩都口).

